
Jedi OCC

Somewhere in a galaxy far, far away...

      STAR WARS!!

But this isn't your usual Star Wars.  There aren't any Ewoks or Wookies, no Princess Leia, and no metal headed guy that breaths funny.  

Something has gone wrong in the Star Wars universe.  Unknown to them, they live in a dimension parallel to our Rifts Earth!!  Therefore, the chances of a rift opening up there are greater than anywhere else!  And that's just what happened.

An unfortunate Shifter, who abused his natural powers one too many times stumbled upon this dimension while trying to find a place he could pose as a god.  But, he ended up opening a portal in the middle of a Jedi training camp.  Since Luke's success, he had decided to show worthy people the ways of the Jedi.  In other words, Jedi training camps could be found almost anywhere!  The vortex of air created by the rift opening sucked about 100 of these advanced people into our world.  Since they possessed a power so great, they instantly changed into what we call M.D.C.  Even their skin!!

To many, the Jedi have become a sort of Cyber-Knight, only better!  They are almost always of a Good or Unprincipled alignment with the exception of about one in seventy-five warriors.  These are the rebel Darth Vader characters (which can actually be fun!).  

O.C.C. = Jedi

Alignment: Any! (over 90% are Good or Selfish)

M.D.C. = 1d4 (not much, but convert it to S.D.C. and look out!)

I.Q.: 4d6  M.E.: 3d6+10  M.A.: 5d6  P.S.:  4d6  P.P. 4d6+5  P.E.: 4d6  P.B.: 
3d6         *NOTE* P.S. AND P.E. ARE SUPERNATURAL!

P.P.E.: NONE!
I.S.P.: 3d4x10
PSIONICS:  Mind Block Auto-Defense, Bio-Manipulation, Psi-Shield, Telemechanics,  Sense Evil (takes away no ISP!), telekinesis.

O.C.C. SKILLS:
Radio Basic (10%)
Basic Electronics (15%)
Escape Artist (20%)
First Aid (20%)
Pilot: Jetfighter (30%)
Navigation (15%)
Prowl (30%)
Basic/Advanced Math (30%)
Computer Operation (20%)
Lang/Literacy: American 98%
"Space" Lore: 98% (they know)
W.P. Energy Rifle, Sword, Archery & Targeting
HTH: Assassin

O.C.C. RELATED SKILLS (choose 4 now and 1 at 4, 8, 12, 15)
Communications: Any.
Electrical: Any (10%).
Espionage: All but Wilderness Survival and Sniper (10%).
Mechanical: Mechanical Engineer and Robot Mechanics ONLY! (5%)
Medical: NONE
Military: NONE
Physical: Any
Pilot Skills: Any but PA and Robot stuff
Pilot Related: Any
Rogue: Any (10%)
Science:  NONE
Technical: Any
W.P.: Any
Wilderness:  NONE.

SECONDARY SKILLS:  Any from the above list without the bonuses.  Choose 4 now, 
and one at 5, 9, 13, 15.

O.C.C. BONUSES:  Attacks twice per melee attack up until level 5.  In other words, with three attacks per melee round, he would attack six times-twice per attack.  BUT, this is only with the light saber!!
+4 dodge, +3 parry, has death blow at level one on natural 18-20.

BIONICS:  Following the movie, Jedi's may have limited bionics. FIVE at level one and no more!!  If any more are taken, all psionic abilities are lost as are the OCC Bonuses.  May have any bionic or cybernetic augmentation except for weapons, inhuman or other additional abnormal appendages.  Jedi's try to keep their appearance as human as possible.  They don't like to stand out!

WEAPONS:
Light Saber:  The Jedi's main weapon.  Will be used over 90% of time.
Length:  4 ft. Grows 1/2 foot per level of experience
Damage:  1d6x10 M.D.!
Special:  Can parry energy, lasers, and plasma at additional +4.
Unlimited Usage

S.D.C. weapon of choice.  No automatic weapons.
Bow or Crossbow of choice with 20 explosive arrows (3d6 M.D.)
NG-57 Ion Pistol:  Range:  1000ft.  Damage:  2d4 or 3d6.  Payload: 10
Carries an additional 5 long E-Clip for it.

EQUIPMENT:  portable language translator, RMK, IRMSS. That's it!!  They came through with minimum gear!

ARMOR:  Will wear just about any light armor, but they also have their own.  
MYSTICAL CLOAK:  10 MDC, no prowl penalty, conceals face.  Can cast Shadow Meld and Armor of  Ithan for 55 MDC at no ISP cost!!

SPECIAL ABILITIES:  Can floop into a parallel dimension (a black spacey, nothingness) for up to 1d4 attacks.  They seem to have disappeared to everyone.  Will reappear at a distance of 15 ft. NO, they cannot control where!  Will never come back inside of an object, though.  This ability is just like the floopers in RIFTS: MERCS.
When using the light saber, they NEVER lose an attack for parrying with it!  They may parry as many times as their heart desires without losing an attack! Also when using the light saber, they get a temporary paired weapon when defending.  In other words, when parrying or blocking with the light saber, they may automatically attack at the same time with it as many times as they want!  An automatic symotaneous!

MONEY: NONE!!!  They had nothing when they came through!
EXPERIENCE:  Rather than create a new table for the Jedi, especially since there are already over 100 of them, I chose one that best fit what I thought to be typical.  After reviewing the movies, I thought that Luke became very proficient in the Jedi ways an a quick pace.  So, I chose the CS Grunt experience table.  Yes, that's right...the Grunt.

NOTE:  Almost all Jedi's will not hate D-Bees.  They have lived with them for centuries and know they can be lived with peacefully! Also, they will never use Robots or Power Armor except in life and death emergencies!  Even then, they will not pilot it.  They do not believe in machines like that.  THEY BELIEVE IN THEMSELVES!

The IcyMan@aol.com

===============================================================


Jedi Knight OCC

Here is that Jedi Knight class... sorry it took so long but with the amount of material plus finals I haven't had the time to sit down and type it all out.  If you have any ideas or questions I will be on the list until May 19th and will return in September when the college reopens....I encourage any responses....well enough chatter....in the words of Admiral Kirk "Here it comes"

They are a group of travellers (always of good alignment; evil alignments are possible but I would keep them as NPC's in role playing testing evil Jedi PC's tended to get out of hand really fast because they had no qualms about killing people) that travel the galaxy righting wrongs. The Jedi's use the force,  which is created and sustained by life. The Jedi acts to preserve this life.  The Jedi may kill in self-defense or the defense of others if by doing so he preservesthe exsistance of life. The Jedi doesn't act for power, fortune or 
fame, just the gaining of knowledge and the preservation of life.
        If a PC breaks this code and doesn't atone for it (GM's choice of what atonement is) the characters powers and attributes are reduced 25%.(this usually keeps PC's honest, again citing play testing)
        The character can take 1/2 of their earned xp and put it toward the advancement of force powers( there are 3 classes Control, Sense and Alter) as they see fit.
        Alignment: Good alignments only
        Attributes: 3d6 for all (I try to limit this class to humans only, although any race with good intentions is permissable. I was trying to keep the class balanced and with some of the greater races around it could get really ugly really quick)
        HTP: PE + 2d6+4 per level       SDC: 1d6x10 plus physical bonuses
        PPE: 3d6                        ISP/FP: 2d4x10 + ME(x2) +4d6/lvl
        Natural Abilities: Can stay active even at -20 htp with the use of force powers, other than that they are same as humans
        Combat: 3 attacks/melee plus those gained from hand to hand combat
        Bonuses: +4 to parry, +2 to dodge, +2 to initiative plus bonuses from attributes and skills.
        Average Life Span: with the force 200+ years

                OCC skills
Languages(x2)+30%			Literacy(x2)+25%
Speak & Write English-96%		Demon Lore(+20%)
Anthropology(+15%)			Paramedic(+10%)
Navigation(all)+15% 			Climbing(+10%)
Body Building				Gymnastics
Athletics 				Swimming(+10%)
WP Lightsaber                           	WP Energy Pistol
HTH Martial Arts

        OCC related: select 12 skills, 2 at level 3, 3 at level 5, 2 at level 6, 2 at level 9, 1 at level 12.
        Communications: Any		Domestic: Any
        Electrical: Basic only 		Espionage: Any (+5%)
        Mechanical: Automotive only 	Medical: None
        Military: Any 			Physical: Any (+5%)
        Pilot: Any 			Pilot Related: Any (+5%)
        Rogue: Any			Science: Any
        Technical: Any (+5%)		WP: Any
        Wilderness: Any (+5%)

        Secondary Skills: Choose an additional 6 skills from the previous list without bonuses.

        Standard Equipment: Lightsaber, Energy pistol of choice w/ 3 clips, set of black clothing (MDC 40), First Aid kit, Knapsack, Back Pack, 2 canteens, Boots, Cloak (MDC 15), 3d6x100 credits.
        Lightsaber: inflicts 5d6 MD and increases in power (+2d6MD every three levels, and +1d6MD per level of Control Power). They can parry energy attacks with no parry bonus (except for that gained from every level of sense power;  +1 to parry per level). The character can also add 20 ISP(Force points) to boost the damage of the lightsaber 1d6MD/per 20 ISP, this effect lasts 5min/level of the jedi. NOTE: For the Lightsaber WP use the WP Sword given in the book. Also a Jedi will try not to use a lightsaber on an enemy not capable of defending himself from the attak. (ex. A peasant is being mugged by a thug with no weapons, the Jedi won't lop his head off with the Lightsaber.)


******* Control Powers *******

        Control Pain --> Cost- 5 isp no Sdc, 10 for 1/2 htp, 20 for no htp
        Effect: Allows the character to ignore the pain caused by any wound and act as normal. This also works on pain inflicted through torture. NOTE: This doesn't heal the wound they just don't feel it.         Dur: 2min/lvl

        Remain Concious --> Cost- 10 for no htp, 20 for -10 htp
        Effect: Allows the character to remain concious even if the blow  should render them otherwise. The next action should be Control pain if they would  like to do anything else. After this is done the character may act normally for the  duration of the effect.
        Dur: 2min/lvl

        Hibernative Trance --> Cost- 20
        Effect: The character falls into unconciousness and for all intents  and purposes looks dead. Anyone who looks at the charater will believe they are  dead unless they perform a complete diagnosis to prove otherwise. Listening for a  heart beat will require about a minute to discover a slight trace of one.
        Dur: 1 month in a dry atmoshpere, 2 in a moist atmoshpere, 3 before  the 
character dies of starvation.
        NOTE: A character can snap out of the trance at any time but they have no idea about what is going on around them in this state.

        Accelerated Healing --> Cost- 5
        Effect: When using this power the character gains 10 htp or sdc plus the normal healing rate is tripled for one day.
        Dur: Instant

        Contort/Escape --> Cost- Loose Bonds- 5, handcuffs- 10, serious restraints- 15, Maximum security- 20, Houdini like- 30
        Effect: Allows the contortion of body parts to escape any restraints without causing damage to the character.
        Dur: per set of restraints

        Detoxify Poison --> Cost- 15
        Effect: Allows the character to detoxify any poison so that it will  not harm them. This also includes the effects of alcohol and similar substances.
        Dur: Instant

        Control Disease --> Cost- 20
        Effect: Allows the character to direct the body's immune system to throw off infection or disease with a 75% success rate.
        Duration: Instant

        Absorb/Dissipate Energy --> Cost- 15
        Effect: Allows the character to absorb and dissipate huge amounts of energy without suffering damage. This includes all forms of energy and it may be used to dissipate weapons fire in which case the cost is the initial 15 + the damage inflicted by the attack.
        Dur: 5 min/lvl or per energy blast.


******* Sense Powers *******

        Receptive Telepathy --> Cost- 5 for willing members, 5+ the ME of target if  attempting to resist. 
        Effect: Allows the character to read the surface thoughts or emotions of the target. For 3x the cost you can read sections of the victims mind and their true intentions.
        Dur: 2 min/lvl
        Saving Throw: vs Psionics

        Magnify Senses --> Cost- 5 per 5ft radius
        Effect: The character can sense something that would be impossible to sense otherwise. The character can sense traps, concealled passages or people, invisible objects etc. However, the character will only know that they are present not where they are (knows general location) or what they are.
        Bonuses: +3 to initiative, +2 to parry, and +4 to dodge while power is activated.
        Dur: 2 min/lvl

        Life Sense --> Cost- 5
        Effect: The character can sense the presense and identity of the person for which they seek. The user can tell how bad off the person is and if the power is kept up the character can track the target with 70% accuracy. If the target being tracked has psionic ability they will sense this and a mind block will negate it.
        Dur: 3 min/lvl

        Instinctive Navigation --> Cost- 20
        Effect: Adds +25% to navigation rolls and only have to check at half the normal rate when the power is in use. 
        Dur: 2 min/lvl


******* Alter Powers *******

        Telekinesis --> see main book for description
        NOTE: Using this force power to injure or attack other characters is possible but is considered an evil act that must be atoned for (or suffer penalties described earlier) because the force is being used offensively.

        Injure/Kill --> Cost- 30 plus targets PE
        Effect: The character attempts to alter the targets body in such a way that it will incapacitate or kill the target. Both the target and the  character roll a 20 sided die, the character adds their ME att. the target adds their PE att. to this roll. If the characters roll is 2x the targets then the target is mortally wounded, if the characters roll is higher the  target is incapacitated for 1 melee round (loses all attacks), and if the targets roll is higher or equal there is no effect.
        Dur: Instant
        NOTE: Attempting this power, no matter what the result is an act of evil which the Jedi must atone for.



******* Control/Sense Powers *******
These are combinations of the above powers giving the previous powers greater effect. In order to use these powers a character must have a level in each of these catergories.

        Projective Telepathy --> Cost- 5 per 1000ft range
        Effect: The target "hears" the thoughts and "feels" the emotions of  the user. The target knows these feelings aren't their own. This power is not used to control only to communicate.
        Bonuses: Adds +10% to trust rolls if the character is projecting sincere thoughts.
        Dur: 2 min/lvl		 Saving Throw: vs psionics if target is not receptive.

        Farseeing --> Cost- 15, + 15 if looking into the past, + 25 if looking into the future.        
        Effect: The user sees the place or person he wishes to see in their mind. The character can see the surrounding area around the target so the character can sense what is happening. This power can also be used to see into the past or the future. Looking into the past allows the character to get glimpses of what has happened in the particular area. Looking into the future the character's view rapidly becomes unclear because the future is not set. GM'S discretion on what they allow the character to see.
        Dur: 3 min/lvl



******* Control/Alter *******

        Control Another's Pain --> Cost- add 5 to Control Pains costs
        Effect: See Control Pain

        Return to Conciousness --> Cost- add 5 to Remain Concious costs
        Effect: See Remain Concious

        Place in Hibernative Trance --> Cost- 30
        Effect: Same as Hibernative Trance but can only be used on a willing target.

        Accelerate Another's Healing --> Cost- 15
        Effect: See Accelerated Healing

        Detoxify Poison in Another --> Cost- + 5 to Detoxify Poisons cost
 Effect: See Detoxify Poison

        Control Another's Disease --> Cost- +5 to Control Disease cost
        Effect: See Control Disease

        Inflict Pain --> Cost- 20
        Effect: The target experiences a great deal of agony reducing all bonuses and skills by half for as long as the power is kept active. The target gets a saving throw vs. psionics when the power is used and at every upkeep.
        Dur: 2 min/lvl
        NOTE: This is considered an evil use of the force so the Jedi must atone for it.

        Transfer Force --> Cost- 25
        Effect: The Jedi transfers part of his life force (htp) into a target with a 5 htp minimum transfer. The target heals the amount channeled however the loss to the Jedi is permenant. (GM note: I suggest a hefty xp award when this power is used to save someone who was close to the character and would  die without the transfer.)
        Dur: Instant



*******Control, Sense, Alter Powers*******

        Affect Mind --> Cost- 40 + ME of target 
        Effect: Alter a victims perception "What was that noise", alter memories permenantly so that it is incorrect or forgotten, or alter a characters conclusions so that they come to an incorrect conclusion " These aren't the droids we're looking for". Can also cause hallucinations sensed by all senses. The victim gets to make a saving throw at -3 to prevent the  effects from happening.
        Dur: 5 min/lvl or permenant for memories

        Telekinetic Kill --> Cost- 100 + PE of target
                Can't be learned until third level in all 3 catergories
         Effect: The user uses his telekinetic ability to injure/ kill the intended target. The exact method can vary: one can stir the brain, squeeze the heart or Vader's personal favorite crush the trachea. The victim is allowed  the best 2 out of 3 saving throws at -3.
        Dur: Instant
        NOTE: This is the ultimate use of the force in an evil way so the Jedi should have good reason to use it and atonement should be twice as long.

OTHER NOTES: For those who would like to use the Jedi evilly ignore the penalties for offensive use of the force, the character has +1 lvl to control for the Darkside is easier to learn but reduce the life span to a third of  what is normal because the Darkside destroys the body. For experience point tables use the ones for Cyber Knights in the main  book.....the force catergories can be raised every 2000 xp. Durations given under these catergories are the  levels that the powers are listed at (ex at first level the Jedi have lvl 1 control  so the duration on resist pain is 2 min, at lvl 2 control 4 min etc)
        All information presented here was glkeaned from the movies or converted from the Star Wars RPG whose help in presenting the powers was most helpful so I cite them for my use.

